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Trifecta was created by john Payne and Greg fisher who teach at drum
intermediate in the university school district in tacoma, wa.

The game is played on a basketball court with 6 basketball hoops.
The nets are tied off, similar to how peach baskets were first used.
ONe Gator ball will be in play and attempted to be scored shooting
into the hoop.
4-5 players from each team enter the court. Rounds 2-3 minutes.
When a player has the ball, they are free to move/run/ shoot the
ball. When they are tagged they can no longer shoot and must pass
to a teammate.
The defending team is trying to tag the opposition and regain
possession of the ball. They may not take the ball out of someone's
hand but may try to block shots and intercept passes.
Each team will have 3 designated hoops that they can shoot at. If a
team has a gator ball in each hoop they have the trifecta.

The success of the game is dependent on the age of the students and height of
your hoops. If don't like putting age limits on games but this one works better
for 5th-high school.
However, there have been times I have had success using it with 2nd grade but the
hey have a tough time scoring on the high basketball hoops and using the sideline
players.

Tie off the hoop with caution/danger
tape to mark goals for both teams.

One playing option is to allow teams
to score on the same goal.
This is a good option for younger
grades since it keeps all the hoops n
play and keeps the playing area
spread out on the entire basketball
court.
In this case you will want to use zip
ties for the hoops to support the
heavier weight.
A benefit is the teacher doesn't. Need
to clear the hoops and return the
gator balls between round.

As soon as a ball is scored in a
hoop, the team that is scored on
takes a ball from the side and
continues the game.
You will have kids who cherry picking
and times when everyone is clueless
about what to do next.

If you allow multiple balls to be
scored in a hoop, just have numerous
balls at the ready. This method does
provide the concrete visual of who is
"winning". This also has some
drawbacks and doesn't provide the
satisfaction of the trifecta score.

Have a tool ready to hit balls out of
basketball hoops between rounds.

The waiting players are spread out along the
baseline and sideline perimeter.
They may be used by the player on the court to
receive a pass. They may also grab any missed
shot that comes past the boundary line.
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The advantage here goes to defense since they only need to defend one side
of field, turns more to a true territorial activity.
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Advantage offense, usually more scoring/open areas to receive a pass.

